Struggling to control your music software?

That’s because most MIDI controllers can’t tell you what you’re controlling, and when they do, they provide limited information for just a single control on a tiny, monochrome screen.

The Novation Nocturn Keyboard is different; it comes with Automap software!

Nocturn Keyboard’s Automap control software enables you to keep track of what is assigned to what - instead of using a small monochrome LCD screen, Nocturn Keyboard displays control information where you really need it: on your computer monitor.

The Automap software graphically displays Nocturn’s control surface. The controllers themselves also tell you what is going on: LED rings around the 8 encoders show their current settings, and LED’s behind the buttons tell you if they are on or off. With Automap, all you need to do to assign controls to your VST/AU/RTAS/TDM plug-ins, is simply click on the parameter, touch a knob or button, and it is assigned!

KEY FEATURES

- ‘Learn’ function allows you to instantly assign parameters on VST/AU/RTAS/TDM plug-ins to controllers.
- Automap’s GUI graphically displays the control surface, showing what is assigned to each control.
- Bright, eleven-LED rings on the dials and back-lit buttons provide instant visual feedback.
- Touch-sensitivity allows you to simply touch a dial to re-assign it to any parameter.
- Velocity-sensitive, ‘fast touch’ keyboard from Fatar, with after-touch.
- 33 MIDI assignable controls in total; 8 triggers, 8 dials, 14 buttons, mod, sustain* and expression*.
- Large programmable velocity-sensitive trigger pads, ideal for triggering events or sketching out beats.
- Novation’s unique ‘Speed Dial’ lets you take control of whatever your mouse is focused on!
- An unlimited number of mappings can be saved and recalled within Automap.
- Quick and simple editing of standard MIDI parameters (cc numbers) is also available via Automap.
- Re-assignable back-lit transport controls can be locked to transport, or freely assigned.

OTHER FEATURES

- Pitch and Mod wheels
- Sustain and Expression pedal inputs*
- USB bus-powered
- Octave Up/Down
- Semitone transpose

* Sustain and Expression pedals are not included. Ask your dealer for an NSP1 Novation sustain pedal.